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Ford Pushes the Boundaries of Performance and Inclusivity at
Goodwood with Electric SuperVan Debut and ‘Very Gay Raptor’
•

Exciting line-up of new Ford product demonstrations at Goodwood Festival of Speed
2022 to include global unveiling of the Ford Pro Electric SuperVan demonstrator

•

Next-Gen Ranger Raptor pick-up makes its European dynamic debut and supports
Ford Presents Tough Talks live session in “Very Gay Raptor” livery

•

Digit demonstrates next level autonomous delivery and Team Fordzilla’s TFZ-P1
e-racing car debuts GRID™ Legends livery

GOODWOOD, UK, June 21, 2022 – Trailblazing, Ford Performance-developed versions of
market-leading Ford commercial vehicles are set to take the 2022 Goodwood Festival of Speed
by storm, June 23-26.
As part of the future-focussed and connected line-up of products on show at the world-famous
event near Chichester, UK, the all-new Ford Pro Electric SuperVan – the company’s first allelectric SuperVan – will be revealed for the first time and the Next-Gen Ranger Raptor will make
its European dynamic debut.
The all-new Ranger Raptor will also appear for the first time in pride-inspired “Very Gay Raptor”
colours to support the LGBTQ+ community.
The bespoke Ford Pro Electric SuperVan is inspired by the recently unveiled E-Transit Custom 1
– the all-electric successor to Europe’s best-selling van and one of four new all-electric
commercial vehicles Ford Pro is introducing in Europe by 2024, following the launch of the
E-Transit. 2
The new SuperVan, which will be on display at the event’s main paddock between hillclimb
runs, has been developed to showcase the extremes of performance and productivityaccelerating connectivity made possible by a new generation of electric Ford Pro products. Ford
will reveal further details surrounding the new all-electric demonstrator – the latest in a
legendary series of crowd-thrilling, high-performance SuperVans stretching back more than 50
years – on June 23.
“Since 1971, Ford SuperVans have been about exploring what is possible with Transit and
pushing the boundaries of performance,” said Mark Rushbrook, global director, Ford
Performance Motorsports. “The new Ford Pro Electric SuperVan ushers in a whole new era of
possibilities with an electrified powertrain and the enhanced connectivity of our new, all-electric
E-Transit Custom.”
Further showcasing the diversity of Ford Performance innovation, the Next-Gen Ranger Raptor
makes its European dynamic debut at Goodwood. Taking on the challenging off-road track
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between hillclimb runs, the ultimate performance pick-up is powered by a twin-turbo 3.0-litre
EcoBoost V6 engine, delivering 288 PS and 491 Nm of torque. 3
Revealed for the first time in a dramatic stunt video earlier this year, the second-generation
Ranger Raptor delivers enhanced on- and off-road capability with features including FOX Live
Valve shock absorbers with position-sensitive damping, as well as seven selectable drive
modes for handling terrain from road to rock crawl. 4 Advanced connectivity is enabled by Ford’s
new-generation SYNC 4A® system, 5 supported by a 12-inch centre touchscreen.
“Very Gay Raptor” on hand for Tough Talks
In addition to tackling the Goodwood off-road track and hillclimb, Ranger Raptor will also help
Ford continue to tackle discrimination, supporting a live session of the company’s new “Tough
Talks” series. The conversation – to discuss how the automotive industry can foster a culture of
inclusion and allyship for the LGBTQ+ community – will be hosted by Welsh rugby legend
Gareth Thomas, the first openly-gay professional rugby union player.
The original “Very Gay Raptor” was introduced in 2021 after Ford instinctively used its voice and
its toughest nameplate to stand against online discrimination and show allyship with the
LGBTQ+ community following a derogatory comment on a social media post.
The rendering of a Ford Ranger Raptor in sparkling gold adorned with rainbow graphics and
pink heart on the rear received such a positive social media response, Ford made two real life
“Very Gay Raptors” in the UK and Germany.
Digit delivers at Future Lab
Ford is also demonstrating at Goodwood how advanced robotics and autonomous technologies
can help integrate with Ford Pro products and services to make warehousing and delivery more
efficient and affordable for commercial vehicle customers. The company is showing the Digit
robot – developed by Agility Robotics – at the event’s Future Lab.
In 2020 Ford became the first customer to purchase a Digit robot, which has arms and legs to
work alongside people in human spaces, to explore applications including indoor or first-mile
logistics and last-15-metre delivery. Ford is also researching how Digit robots can communicate
with connected Ford Pro vehicles for optimised efficiency.
The manufacturer is invested in the future of autonomous delivery, and announced a European
Self-Driving Vehicle Research Programme in 2021. As part of the programme, Ford partnered
with leading consumer delivery specialists Evri and adapted a Transit to allow a hidden driver to
operate the van to evaluate how pedestrians and businesses interact with driverless vehicles.

TFZ-P1 debuts new GRID™ Legends livery
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To celebrate its gaming debut in GRID™ Legends from June 23, a full-scale version of Team
Fordzilla’s TFZ-P1 racer will be present at the Go Electric stand at Goodwood, featuring a new,
specially designed in-game livery.
Visitors will get the chance to sit in the TFZ-P1 cockpit, where they can utilise its simulator
abilities and experience both the physical and virtual vehicle at the same time.
First revealed at Gamescom 2020, the TFZ-P1 was the first virtual racing car designed in
collaboration between the gaming community and designers from an automaker. Team
FordZilla – Ford’s esports racing team – subsequently unveiled a full-scale prototype of the
vehicle three months later.
The TFZ-P1 is available in-game as free downloadable content (DLC) and features in the
GRID™ Legends Trackday Hypercars class.

#FOS #FordProElectricSupervan #FordPro #FordPresentsToughTalks
#FordRangerRaptor #LGBTQ
###
1

Officially homologated driving range will be published closer to on-sale date. In accordance with the
Worldwide Harmonized Light Vehicles Test Procedure (WLTP). Published range (intended target value
according to WLTP) can be achieved with a fully charged battery - depending on the existing series and
battery configuration. The actual range may vary due to various factors (e.g. weather conditions, driving
style, route profile, vehicle condition, age and condition of the lithium-ion battery).
2

In accordance with the Worldwide Harmonized Light Vehicles Test Procedure (WLTP). A range of up to
317 km (intended target value according to WLTP) can be achieved with a fully charged battery depending on the existing series and battery configuration. The actual range may vary due to various
factors (e.g. weather conditions, driving style, route profile, vehicle condition, age and condition of the
lithium-ion battery).
3

Ford Ranger Raptor twin-turbo 3.0-litre EcoBoost V6 homologated CO2 emissions 315 g/km and
homologated fuel efficiency from 13.8 l/100 km. The declared WLTP fuel/energy consumptions, CO2
emissions and electric range are determined according to the technical requirements and specifications of
the European Regulations (EC) 715/2007 and (EU) 2017/1151 as last amended. The applied standard
test procedures enable comparison between different vehicle types and different manufacturers.
Driver-assist features are supplemental and do not replace the driver’s attention, judgement and need to
control the vehicle. It does not replace safe driving. See Owner’s Manual for details and limitations.
4

drive while distracted or while using handheld devices. Use voice-operated
systems when possible. Some features may be locked out while the vehicle is in gear.
Not all features are compatible with all phones.
5 Don’t
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Ford Motor Company (NYSE: F) is a global company based in Dearborn, Michigan, that is committed to
helping build a better world, where every person is free to move and pursue their dreams. The
company’s Ford+ plan for growth and value creation combines existing strengths, new capabilities and
always-on relationships with customers to enrich experiences for and deepen the loyalty of those
customers. Ford designs, manufactures, markets and services a full line of connected, increasingly
electrified passenger and commercial vehicles: Ford trucks, utility vehicles, vans and cars, and Lincoln
luxury vehicles. The company is pursuing leadership positions in electrification, connected vehicle
services and mobility solutions, including self-driving technology, and provides financial services through
Ford Motor Credit Company. Ford employs about 186,000 people worldwide. More information about the
company, its products and Ford Motor Credit Company is available at corporate.ford.com.
Ford of Europe is responsible for producing, selling and servicing Ford brand vehicles in 50 individual
markets and employs approximately 43,000 employees at its wholly owned facilities and consolidated
joint ventures and approximately 55,000 people when unconsolidated businesses are included. In
addition to Ford Motor Credit Company, Ford Europe operations include Ford Customer Service Division
and 14 manufacturing facilities (10 wholly owned facilities and four unconsolidated joint venture facilities).
The first Ford cars were shipped to Europe in 1903 – the same year Ford Motor Company was founded.
European production started in 1911.

Ford in Belgium & Luxemburg
Ford Belgium distributes Ford vehicles and Ford original parts in Belgium & Luxemburg, since 1922.
Ford Lommel Proving Ground is the lead test facility for validation of all Ford models in Europe, with
approximately 390 employees.
Ford Lommel Proving Ground offers since 2021 high end Drive Training for external companies,
associations and private individuals.
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Jo Declercq – Directeur Communications & Public Affairs – 02.482.21.03 – jdecler2@ford.com
Julien Libioul – Press Officer – 02.482.21.05 – jlibioul@ford.com
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